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What is a case study?

In the workplace, a case study is usually a focused description of a 
particular example–the case. A case study can focus on any single 
thing such as an individual, family, project, property, species or 
region.

A case study is a focused story about the case, not a simplified 
research report nor a summary of project outcomes. It usually 
captures a subset of an overall project. The case study might be part 
of a suite of documents written about a project.

Why write a case study?

Case studies explain the stories behind our science and show the 
practical outcomes we achieve. Case studies focus on outcomes 
and experiences, ahead of our outputs or the results we measure. 
For many extension officers, case studies are a milestone report–
something you’re expected to produce as part of your job.

In the workplace, a case study might be part of a project’s legacy 
documentation. The case might be written to meet reporting 
requirements, share successes (or failures or learnings), encourage 
learning, evaluate outcomes, or provide examples within larger 

documents (such as policies or reports). It’s helpful if you 
understand why you’re writing the case study–for example, do 
you want to inspire other people to take action, persuade readers 
that project money was well spent, provide a good news story for 
the media, give example project outcomes, or celebrate a great 
achievement?

Case studies can be repurposed in many ways. They’re often 
published on websites, included in newsletters, used as source 
information for presentations, used to seek media coverage, 
summarised down into social media posts and included in annual 
reports.

What does a case study  
look like?

There is no rule or standard format for a case study. Each case 
needs to be written in a style that suits its intended purpose. This 
guideline provides suggested ways extension officers can approach 
case studies and an example you can use as a model. This guideline 
focuses on written case studies, but the principles also apply to case 
study videos and podcasts.

Suggested format for extension officer case studies
See page 9 for a checklist that can be used as a format to guide your writing.
It’s designed to be a helpful tool for extension officers working within the Great Barrier Reef 
catchments (and others are welcome to adapt it for their purposes).

A successful case study usually 
includes the following:
● interesting headline that captures the main  
 message (often ‘who’, ‘why’ and ‘what’)

●  a box that captures key details (such as person’s  
 name, location, project, outcome)

●  large, clear photographs with interesting  
 captions

●  consistent design for all case studies, with a  
 template that names the project funder

●  a lead (first paragraph) that captures the most  
 interesting message and ideally the outcome

●  headings that attract interest and give content

●  short paragraphs and sentences

● content that focuses on the case, not the  
 funder or the theory or general findings

●  comments from people

●  contact details for more information

●  brief details about the project funding

●  written for general readers, not technical  
 specialists

●  general overview before technical detail

●  date of publication

See over page for an example.
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Central Queensland grazier Tom Delaney is confident that improved pasture recovery and better liveweight productivity are 
setting him on a path to long-term profits and sustainability.

Mr Delaney is seeing the benefit of changes he’s made at Stanmore Station, north-west of Mackay, based on his 
involvement in the Greener Pasture Program.

‘I’ve learned a lot about holistic grazing through the training I’ve done with Greener Pastures,’ Mr Delaney said. 

‘It’s changed the way I manage the property. Even though it’s early days, I can already see improvements in my bottom 
line.’

A long-term project
Mr Delaney is on a long-term mission to transform Stanmore Station into a sustainable and productive beef breeding and 
fattening operation. 

When Mr Delaney purchased Stanmore in 2000, the property was in a poor state of repair, with little viable pasture and 
extensive erosion. He decided to seek training and apply the latest grazing-management principles to turn the place 
around.

‘I’ve always been interested in grassland management, so I started to attend field days and signed up for courses,’ Mr 
Delaney said. ‘Getting training and advice was the best decision I ever made.’

Not long after he purchased Stanmore, Mr Delaney attended a field day showcasing three cattle properties implementing 
the Allan Savory holistic management principles. Since then, he’s participated in training courses run by leaders in holistic 
grazing, including Dr Terry McCosker, Dick Richardson, and Brian Wehlburg. He’s also completed a Grazing for Profit 
workshop and Profit Probe.

‘Profit Probe was really hard work, but so well worth it,’ Mr Delaney said. ‘It challenged me to understand how my grazing 
decisions were influencing my profitability. 

‘Working with the Profit Probe coach, I changed the way I manage Stanmore. It was eye-opening, maybe even life changing, 
and I feel very fortunate to have had the opportunity. I learned to focus on long-term, sustainable approaches to land 
management.’

Better pasture and productivity give 
landholders a bright future*

Landholder:  Tom Delaney

Project:  Greener Pasture  
 Program 

Location:  Stanmore Station,  
 north-west of 
 Mackay*

Area:  3,200 ha of  
 grazing land

Stock:  900 head of cattle

Rainfall:  750–900 mm

A lead (first 
paragraph) 
that captures 
the most 
interesting 
message and 
ideally the 
outcome

A box that 
captures key 
details (such as 
person’s name, 
location, 
project, 
outcome)

Interesting headline that captures the main message 
(often ‘who’, ‘why’ and ‘what’)

Short 
paragraphs 
and sentences

Fictional case study example
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Pasture recovery
Based on his training, Mr Delaney put a lot of effort into pasture 
recovery at Stanmore. He implemented careful stock rotation and 
wet season spelling.

‘Pasture recovery is everything,’ Mr Delaney said. ‘Without careful 
pasture management, we lose stylo species and see increasing 
numbers of woody weeds. I now rotate stock based on my records 
and what I see happening in the paddock. The result is more 
pasture grass and broadleaf species.’

Stanmore Station’s pasture is also regenerating through an effort 
to slow water runoff and improve soil rehydration. Mr Delaney 
constructed several rehydration swales along the land contour, to 
a depth of approximately one metre. 

‘The swales have increased the benefit we get when it rains,’ Mr 
Delaney said. ‘Water runoff has reduced and much more moisture 
makes its way into the soil. 

‘I’m no longer seeing severe erosion and topsoil loss. The result is 
that Stanmore’s pastures and soils continue to improve.’

Liveweight productivity
To improve liveweight productivity, Mr Delaney identified and sold the lowest performing 20 per cent of his stock, based 
on weight. He then moved to a composite breed, introducing Belmont Red and Droughtmaster bloodlines into his mostly 
Brahman breeders.

‘I’m seeing a strong result from some reasonably small changes,’ Mr Delaney said. ‘My overall liveweight productivity has 
improved over two seasons.’

Into the future
Mr Delaney isn’t about to sit back and take things easy. He 
has an ongoing program to improve Stanmore. Top of his 
list are:

● improving his use of grazing charts and real- 
 time recording

● increasing fencing to improve pasture use

● constructing more rehydration swales

● continuing to improve Stanmore’s pastures  
 and soils.

About Greener Pastures
Greener Pastures provides funding and support for graziers 
to develop their farm management capacity, grow their 
property’s production and improve land condition. Greener 
Pastures offers:

● field days and workshops

● membership in peer to peer group

● annual financial benchmarking and business  
 analysis 

● annual on-farm consultations with extension  
 officers

● soil mapping

● equipment available for loan

● up to $10,000 for on-farm improvements.

For more contact information: enquiries@greenerpastures.com.au

Logos to go here

May 2021 * Note that this case study is fictitious, written only as an example for this guideline

Contact details 
for more 
information

Large, clear photographs 
with interesting captions

Stanmore’s pastures are regenerating strongly

Written for general readers, 
not technical specialists

General overview before 
technical detail

Headings that 
attract interest 
and give content

Consistent design 
for all case 
studies, with a 
template that 
names the 
project funder

Brief details 
about the 
project funding

Content that focuses on the case, not the 
funder or the theory or general findings
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Comparing case studies with other formats

 Case study Research summary Project outcome summary

Purpose

An interesting/
useful example (a 
small component of 
a project)

An overview of a discrete piece of research, written for 
a lay audience

An overview of a project (either 
an entire project or a fixed-time 
component), written for a lay 
audience

Focus of the 
content

Focus on a case 
and its outcomes/
experiences

Focus on overall project outputs/results/outcomes Focus on overall project 
outputs/results/outcomes

Lead

Most interesting 
message–focuses 
on the case

Includes the 
outcome

Most interesting message – focuses on the entire 
project
Could be the project’s aim/purpose

Most interesting message – 
focuses on the entire project

Should be about the key 
learning/outcome

Headings
Give content about 
the case

Provide structure for the report (e.g. aim, project 
summary, methods, results)

Provide structure for the 
summary (e.g. aim, project 
summary, outcomes)

Referencing Usually not needed
May reference a full report
May include key references

May reference a full report

May include key references

Writing style
Storytelling (written 
like a news story)

Often a reporting style (bullet points and simple 
sentences)

Often a reporting style (bullet 
points and simple sentences)

How long is a case study?

Each case study should be as long as it needs to be to tell the 
intended story. The length needs suit the place where the case is 
published. For example, a case study published within a report is 
likely to be longer than a case study released via social media. As 
a general rule of thumb, a workplace case study is usually between 
300 and 800 words.

Write your case study to suit either its most important place of 
publication or the publication that requires the most words. From 
the long case study, you’ll then be able to write shorter summary 
versions to suit different publications. For example, you could write:

● a 500–800 word case study  (published on the website and  
 possibly printed for distribution at events)

● a 50 word summary for the website’s homepage

● a 300 word summary for a media kit

● a 100–150 word case study for a media release

● a photograph and caption for social media.

 
 
 

How do I collect the 
information for a case study?

If you’re writing a case study about people, you need to interview 
the people involved (it’s best not to rely on your own memory). If 
possible:

● start thinking about the case study right at the beginning of the  
 project. As the project progresses, collect information that will  
 help with the case study (like photographs and comments from  
 participants) 

● if you’re working with a land owner on a project that extends  
 over several weeks or months, let them know early on that  
 you’re hoping to write a case study about their experiences–  
 then it won’t be a surprise when the time comes

● if you’ll be producing a video as part of the case study, plan  
 ahead for your filming (do you need footage taken before,  
 during and after the project?)

● contact the person and ask whether they’ll be part of a case  
 study (explain its purpose and what they’ll need to do) 

● conduct interview(s) to gather information for the case

● take (or collect) photographs to illustrate the case (you may  
 need to take these throughout the project)

● write the case study from the interview(s) and any other  
 relevant information you have.
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Hints about interviewing
● Prepare for the interview. Think about what questions you’d  
 like to ask. Think about what details readers of the case study  
 might be interested in hearing about.

● Before the interview, let the participant know what you plan to 
cover, how long you expect to need and whether you’ll be  

 taking photographs.

● Have some prepared questions, but don’t feel stuck to them.  
 It’s OK if the interview is an informal conversation.  
 
● Record the interview if possible (with the participant’s  
 consent). A recording is more accurate than notes, and also  
 allows you to give more focus to the participant (instead of  
 focusing on your notebook or keyboard).

● You might like to start the interview with easy questions that  
 will help the participant to relax, such as questions about
 their property rather than their opinions about a project’s  
 success.

● Ask questions that will encourage the participant to talk freely  
 (rather than give yes/no answers). For example, you might ask:  
 ‘can you tell me about …’ or ‘how did you feel when …’ or ‘why  
 do you think that happened …’. 

● Make sure you ask about important details, like how to  
 spell the participant’s name. Specific details (like people’s  
 names, location names, product types and dates when things  
 happened) can be useful and need to be correct.

● If the participant uses jargon or slang, ask them to explain it in  
 their own words.

● You might like to end the interview with a question that helps  
 you understand what’s most important for the participant, like  
 ‘if you had one minute to tell me the most important benefit of  
 this project, what would you say?’

● You might like to end the interview by asking whether the  
 participant has anything else they’d like to mention.

● Before you leave, explain what will happen next (for example,  
 you’ll write up a draft for the participant to check). Make sure  
 you thank the participant for their time.

● As soon as possible after the interview, check the recording.  
 If the recording didn’t work, write down your recollections of  
 the interview in as much detail as possible.

Do I need to get signed 
consent?

You must get signed consent before finalising the case study. 
Without the participant’s consent, we are not able to publish the 
case. Ideally, you should get consent:

● to participate in the case study (before you do any  
 interviews)

● to reproduce photographs you take 

● after the case study is written.

An example consent form is included at the end of this guideline.

It’s always a good idea to let case study participants read a draft of 
the case and confirm they’re happy with what you’ve written. 

Sometimes, though, this isn’t possible (such as when you gather 
information at a public event – when you’ll be able to get initial 
consent, but not approval). If approval of the case isn’t possible, you 
should be careful that any quotes from the participant accurately 
reflect what the participant said and that you keep a copy of the 
interview recording/notes. Make sure your participants understand 
whether they’ll have an opportunity to review and approve the draft.

How do I quote 
participants in the case 
study?

There are two ways of quoting participants–direct quotes and 
indirect quotes.

● Direct quotes record what the participant actually said (in  
 quotation marks). For example ‘Reef Trust funding means I can  
 afford to make important changes sooner than I expected,’  
 Bill said.

● Indirect quotes paraphrase and summarise what the  
 participant said. For example, Bill said that Reef Trust funding  
 meant he was able to afford important changes sooner, so  
 his farm could benefit from both economic and environmental  
 outcomes. Indirect quotes are written in past tense.

In case studies, it usually works well to:

● use a combination of direct and indirect quotes (often an  
 indirect quote first, followed up with a direct quote)

● keep direct quotes for the most interesting/emotive content

● use ‘said’ rather than alternate words (like expressed or 
 espoused)–‘said’ is simple and direct

● make sure quotes accurately reflect participants’  
 content and intent

● only edit direct quotes if your participant will have an  
 opportunity to review the case study (if no review is possible,  
 direct quotes must be what the person actually said).

Hints for writing the case 
study

● It’s often helpful to transcribe recorded interviews (or at least  
 write detailed notes) before you begin to write.

● Collect all the relevant information before you begin writing.

● Start by figuring out the main message of the case study. What  
 is the most important or interesting message? Try writing this  
 into the headline and lead.

● Work out the key points you want to make in the case study.  
 Try to assemble your notes into these key points. Each point  
 might become a section (with a subheading) or a single  
 paragraph.

● This pattern may help you to get writing: for each point you  
 want to make, write the main idea, then an indirect quote, then  
 a direct quote. Sometimes you’ll then need to add an example  
 or some detail. Then go on to the next point.
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● If you include subheadings, make them about content (like  
 ‘Improving record keeping’ and ‘Better quality wool’) rather  
 than structure (like ‘Background’, ‘Key facts’ or ‘Achievements  
 to date’–these are boring headings).

● In most situations, put information about people and outcomes  
 before information about the funder or the project’s structure.  
 Put the main point and the new information before the   
 background or history.

● In most situations, put general information before specific  
 information (for example, some readers may be interested in  
 reading about what gauge of wire was used in a fence, but  
 this level of detail should usually come towards the end of the  
 case study).

● Check that you cover the 5Ws and H–who, what, where, when,  
 why and how. These are the key details readers need to  
 understand your content.

● Write in a conversational, simple, storytelling style–more like  
 a newspaper than a report. Use everyday words and short  
 sentences. Your goal is to write something that’s so easy to  
 read that your audience isn’t even aware they’re reading.

● Check your organisation’s style guide so that you understand  
 conventions for consistency within your organisation. 

● Get some writing/editorial support from your organisation’s  
 communication person.

May 2021    Written by Dr Judy Gregory for the Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries

What makes a good 
photograph?

It’s OK to take photographs on your phone. You don’t need to be a 
professional photographer and you don’t need to do anything special. If 
possible:

● get in reasonably close for photographs of people; their  
 faces need to be visible and it’s best if they’re not wearing  
 sunglasses

● take photographs of people looking at the camera

● avoid photographs of large groups of people, particularly  
 people at a meeting or event

● take action photographs that tell the story (such as a  
 grower examining their crop)

● if you’re taking a photograph outdoors, make sure the sun  
 is behind you (this helps ensure people’s faces are well lit)

● if you’re taking a photograph indoors, put any source of  
 natural light (e.g. a window) behind you (so the person  
 you’re photographing is facing towards the light)

● always check the photograph once you’ve taken it. Check  
 everyone has their eyes open and check the background  
 is appropriate.

Keep calm and keep writing
Writing a case study can seem like a huge, difficult task that’s not central 
to your core work. But case studies are an important way to share our 
successes and help the public understand that our work is making a 
difference. Readers love stories about real people and real places. Just 
tell the story in a simple way, and you’ll be well on the way to producing 
a great case study. Remember, if you want help or advice, contact your 
area’s communication person.

Get in reasonably close for photographs of people; 
their faces need to be visible and it’s best if they’re 
not wearing sunglasses

Take photos of people looking at the camera
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Case study checklist

Action Tips Complete

Headline 
Interesting headline captures attention – 
(often includes who, what, when, why)

Text box that 
captures key in case 
study details 

Key details such as person’s name, location

Lead paragraph Captures the most interesting message and ideally the outcome  

Content
500 – 800 words

Include: 
• headings that attract interest and give content
• short paragraphs and sentences
• content that focuses on the case, not the funder or the theory or 

general findings
• quotes 
• conversational style (short sentences).
From the long case study, you’ll then be able to write shorter summary 
versions to suit different publications. 

*Don’t forget consent forms  

Photographs 
Large clear photographs and informative captions

*Don’t forget consent forms  

Brief details on 
project/project 
funding 

Contact details for 
more information

Include email address and website

Date of publication 

Speak to your graphic design team who can produce a consistent word document template to use within your organisation.
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RESEARCH PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

            [insert name of program/project] 

Dear Participant, 

Please review the information below and sign where required if you agree to participate in 
this research project. 

I ____________________________ acknowledge that:

§ I have agreed to participate in the above project work being conducted by the
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries (DAF) as part of the [insert name of
program/project].

§ I have been provided with information about the project and had any questions regarding
my participation answered to my satisfaction.

§ I understand my participation in this research will require me to provide data necessary to
[insert purpose of participation].

§ The information will be used to complete [insert how the data will be used]:

§ [E.g. An economic analysis of my farming operation before and after the farming
system change and/or an economic analysis of trial results collected from my farm.
The types of data required to complete the evaluation are displayed at the end of
this form.]

§ [E.g. to promote the findings to industry through presentations and media
releases.]

§ I understand that I can contact the researcher at any point during the study to discuss the
project. The contact details of the researcher are:

[insert name & contact details of lead researcher].

§ I understand and consent that the information I provide for this research will be
used for [insert project deliverables applicable to the participant]:

§ [E.g. Case study publications that will identify myself and/or my farming
operation as the data source for the case study]; and

§ [E.g. Representative publications that will / will not identify myself and/or my
farming operation as the data source].

§ [E.g. Trial site publications that will / will not identify myself and/or farming
operation as the data source]

Consent form example



§ I will be provided with an opportunity to review all publications where my farming
operation is identified.

§ I understand that publications and other communication tools developed within this
project will be used to inform industry and other stakeholders by methods including, but
not limited to, media releases, social media posts, newsletter articles and case study
publications on the web. Once in the public domain, neither DAF nor the project
participants are able to control publication or use of this information and I agree that I will
not make any claim against DAF for use of the information in accordance with the terms
of this consent form.

§ I agree to be contacted when follow up information is required for clarification purposes
for this research.

Name: ______________________________ 

Signature: ___________________________ 

Date: _______________________________ 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this important research. 
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